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The way a surface feels, or
o looks as if it feels

The area around, inside or between shapes or forms
BACKGROUND

OVERLAPPING
Objects block out
other objects

MIDDLE GROUND

REAL
SIMULATED

COLOUR

FOREGROUND

Objects farther away
are duller and fuzzier
than those in front

Line

PICTURE PLANE

DEEP

The illusion of depth on a flat surface. It has
foreground, middle ground and background.
SHALLOW
The illusion of depth on a flat surface. It has
foreground and background.
BACKGROUND
The space that seems far away from the viewer.
MIDDLE GROUND The space between the foreground and
the background.
FOREGROUND
The space that seems closest to the viewer.

RELATIVE SIZE

A path created by a moving point such as a pencil

Objects closest to
viewer are bigger
than those in back

DIRECTION

Diagonal, vertical,
horizontal, curved

PLACEMENT

Objects higher on
picture plane seem
farther away
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Colour separators; pre-press service bureaus and/or printers will be responsible for checking final mechanical drawings prior to making plates.
Items to be checked include registration, plate tolerance, accuracy in measurements, and details of construction. Both the client and the
design firm should preapprove any changes made to accommodate production requirements. The client is responsible for proofreading all
copy, and the client’s legal department confirms that all legal requirements have been met. Suppliers should submit colour proofs to the client.
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SPECIAL COMMENTS:

The way something actually feels, e.g., rough, smooth, furry.
The way something looks as if it feels. The impression that a
flat surface is 3-dimensional, e.g., the surface looks as if it is
rough, but it is really flat.

COLOURS:

SECTION 3_ENGLISH

WIDTH

Thick, thin,
heavy, light,
big, small

LENGTH

Long, short

FOCUS

Sharp, distinct,
blurry, fuzzy

TEXTURE

Bumpy, smooth,
rough

